
New customer applications  
Lease agreements  
Acceptance of terms  
Safety forms  
Credit applications  
Approval to charge credit cards  
And more

CLOSE DEALS FASTER WITH A PAPERLESS SOLUTION
Give your team the ability to accelerate sales and close deals faster by
streamlining form management into a paperless solution. MangoForms
allows you to quickly process all the forms that you typically need a
new customer to sign before you start doing business with them. 

GET PAPERWORK DONE QUICKLY
 Using a simple form creator, you can build custom form templates for
the documents that are frequently used in your business, and make
them accessible to your entire team – wherever they are. This helps
paperwork get done faster by expediting contracts, agreements, and
more.

UNLIMITED FORM TEMPLATES 
Create an unlimited number of your own ready-to-go templates for
your common documents such as:  

DIGITALLY CAPTURE FORM DATA
AND SIGNATURES 

Mango Web - For new
account sign ups

Mango Field Sales
Mango Desktop – For new
customer accounts

Mango Mobile - For drivers
to set up new accounts

INTEGRATES THRU

OTHER PROGRAMS:
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AFFORDABLE PRICING
 USD $495. 

One-time fee
Start a free trial today

FORMS



Tracking which forms have been signed and which ones are still awaiting a signature. 
Sending gentle reminders to clients to complete the forms. 
Instantly notifying office staff when a customer is finished signing the documents. 
Automatically sending the client a copy of the completed documents. 
Storing signed copies in RMA, linked to the customer account, for easy retrieval.

STREAMLINE FORM MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION
MangoForms carefully tracks the forms from the time they are issued until they are fully signed, storing
them on the desktop for you to easily retrieve or print. Once forms are ready to go, simply enter an
email address to send the document to. 

Additionally, MangoForms improves communication between sales, clients, and office staff by:  

STREAMLINE FORM MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION
Featuring: MangoSign – For Easy Digital Signatures. No 3rd party electronic
signature software needed.
 
With MangoSign, you can get contracts signed faster by enabling your
customers to easily sign their forms electronically. Signatures can be
collected directly on any touchscreen-enabled device such as a smartphone,
or added to a digital document by uploading, drawing, or typing their signature
on their computer. 

Advantage Route Systems is the global leader in route automation solutions, trusted by thousands of route
delivery companies worldwide to deliver progressive solutions for route accounting, handheld devices, and GPS-
based technologies. ARS products have become an essential part of in-field and office operations in industries
such as bottled water, water treatment, ice, propane, oil recycling, coffee, and more. Built on a commitment to
help our customers’ businesses run optimally, we provide 24/7 world-class support that is second to none.
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LEARN MORE AT WWW.ADVANTAGEROUTE.COM/MANGOFORMS

SIGN
 

COLLECT DIGITAL SIGNATURES ON-SITE
– WITH MANGO FIELD SALES GOLD
Furthermore, if you are using Mango Field Sales GOLD,
the forms can all be signed by your new customer on
the spot, right as the sales rep closes the deal. Reps
can quickly pull up pre-approved form templates,
input customer details, and get the client’s signature
digitally – all while on-site.


